Fresh ideas for your garden

POP-UP POLY CAGE - INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for purchasing our Pop Up Poly Cage. Your kit should include a poly cage, a set of rods and
a bag of ground pegs

1. Remove poly cage from bag. Find
a good location for the cage –
reasonably flat ground is best

2. Pop cage open and turn upside
down so the roof faces the ground.
Unzip door to ease tension

3. Snap rod sections together to
create 2 long rods. Note: rods are
flexible but don’t over-bend

4. Pass a rod through sewn hoops on
the inside of the roof & insert ends
into the cups at each roof corner. Tie
rod into place

5. Repeat with 2nd rod. The two rods
should now form an X shape. Tie
rods together at the apex to form a
domed roof

6. Turn poly cage the right way up
and firmly peg down cage corners
with the ground pegs. Your cage is
now ready to use

For added stability in strong winds:
• Use extra pegs to secure your poly cage to the ground
• Attach bamboo canes or aluminium/similar tubes to the sewn tabs at the top edges of the
front and back of the poly cage. Push them firmly into the ground on either side
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Push canes firmly into the ground at the centre of the side
walls of the cage. Tie off at the top as shown above

To fold away your cage: 1. Grip diagonally opposite ends of the cage; 2. Bring hands together so that the cage is folded in
half and forms loops on either side, with your left hand gripping the two spring steel sides in the middle and your right hand
gripping the bottom of the loop; 3. Move your right hand inwards and upwards, bringing the loop into the centre; 4. At the
same time, manoeuvre your left hand to allow the spring steel side slightly nearer you to slip underneath the one slightly
further away; 5. Continue to push right hand towards the centre to form 3 loops, then grip the upper 2 loops with your left
hand; 6. Using your right hand, bring loops together into a circle.
NOTE: Briefly warming your cage before folding will make the poly more malleable.

For more info on our products and detailed folding instructions, scan our QR code to link to our
YouTube videos – GardenSkill Limited
Alternatively,type  https://www.youtube.com/user/GardenSkillUK/featured?view_as=subscriber

